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2010

Un concept pour l'Alliance.
(REVUE DEFENSE NATIONALE, no. 733, octobre 2010, p. 47-52.)

Author(s):
  1. Abrial, Stephane

Subject(s):
  1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
  2. NATO

Notes:
  L'auteur met ici en perspective les evolutions de l'OTAN, evoque le processus d'elaboration de la strategie de l'Alliance et les nouvelles synergies internes et externes de son organisation.

ID Number: JA027211
Year: 2010
Language: French
Type: ART

Das neue Strategische Konzept der NATO.
(EUROPAISCHE SICHERHEIT, 59. Jg., Nr. 11, November 2010, S. 10-11.)

Author(s):
  1. Clement, Rolf

Subject(s):
  1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010

ID Number: JA027262
Year: 2010
Language: German
Type: ART

Saving NATO : Renunciation of the Article 5 Guarantee.
(ORBIS, vol. 54, no. 3, Summer 2010, p. 374-386.)

Author(s):
  1. Fedyszyn, Thomas

Subject(s):
  1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS
  2. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010

Notes:
  The purpose of this article is to offer a radical proposal : NATO should unleash its potential as the world's premier cooperative and collective security organization by stepping down from being a European collective defense alliance. In other words, the author argues that without renouncing territorial security guarantees in Europe, NATO will sacrifice its effectiveness in the new security environment.

ID Number: JA026921
Year: 2010
Language: English
Creating the Next Generation of NATO Partnerships.
(RUSI JOURNAL, vol. 155, no. 1, February - March 2010, p. 52-57.)
Author(s):
   1. Fruhling, Stephan
   2. Schreer, Benjamin
Subject(s):
   1. NATO--FOREIGN RELATIONS
   2. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Notes:
NATO has a panoply of legacy partnership programmes, which should be reviewed as part the development of a new strategic concept. The authors argue that NATO should conceive of its partnerships in terms of the provision of public security goods, and base its activities on a more explicit consideration of the Alliance's strategic interests. In combination, both aspects can achieve consensus about goals and means, provide greater coherence, and better communicate NATO's activities and intentions.
ID Number: JA026623
Year: 2010
Language: English
Type: ART

Du rapport Albright au prochain Sommet de Lisbonne.
(REVUE DEFENSE NATIONALE, no. 733, octobre 2010, p. 61-69.)
Author(s):
   1. Kempf, Olivier
Subject(s):
   1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
   2. NATO--SUMMITS--LISBON, 2010
Notes:
Les taches fondamentales de l'Alliance, l'approche globale de la gestion des crises, la strategie nucleaire et le bouclier antimissiles : autant de dossiers qui, avec la reforme de l'OTAN, forment le coeur des enjeux du prochain sommet de l'Alliance et qu'analyse l'auteur.
ID Number: JA027213
Year: 2010
Language: French
Type: ART
Reassessing the Role of US Nuclear Weapons in Turkey.
(Arms Control Today, vol. 40, no. 5, June 2010, p. 8-13.)

Author(s):
1. Kibaroglu, Mustafa

Subject(s):
1. Nuclear Deterrence--NATO
2. Nuclear Deterrence--USA
3. Tactical Nuclear Weapons--Turkey
4. NATO--Strategic Aspects--New Strategic Concept, 2010
5. Tactical Nuclear Weapons--USA

Notes:
NATO is revising its Strategic Concept; the alliance is due to complete work on the document in November. A key issue in the revision is the deployment of US tactical nuclear weapons in Europe as part of the alliance’s policy of extended nuclear deterrence. Although Turkey has long been in agreement with its allies on the value of these forward deployments, it may soon find itself in a delicate position on the question of how to continue the policy effectively.

ID Number: JA026941
Year: 2010
Language: English
Type: ART

A Nuclear Posture Review for NATO.
(Arms Control Today, vol. 40, no. 8, October 2010, p. 8-15.)

Author(s):
1. Meier, Oliver
2. Ingram, Paul

Subject(s):
1. Nuclear Weapons--Government Policy--NATO
2. NATO--Strategic Aspects--New Strategic Concept, 2010

Notes:
When it approves its new Strategic Concept in November, NATO should launch a full review of its nuclear posture. Such a review could help alliance cohesion while establishing NATO as an institution that bolsters the international nonproliferation regime.

ID Number: JA027248
Year: 2010
Language: English
Type: ART

NATO's Evolving Purposes and the Next Strategic Concept.
(International Affairs, vol. 86, no. 2, March 2010, p. 489-522.)

Author(s):
1. Yost, David S.

Subject(s):
1. NATO--Strategic Aspects--New Strategic Concept, 2010

Notes:
Is there a conflict between the Alliance's original and enduring purpose of collective defence and its post-Cold War crisis management functions? This is an ill-framed debate, because the home base must be secure in order to support expeditionary power projection. The allies have, moreover, moved away from a static, reactive, and territorial concept of collective defence towards a more 'proactive' and 'anticipatory' approach. Some experts have even referred to a 'deterritorialization' of collective defence. Other issues also illustrate the changing dimensions of collective defence-missile defence, cyber warfare, space operations, the risk of state-sponsored terrorism involving weapons of mass destruction, political-military dynamics in the Middle East and the
Asia-Pacific region, and the risk of a non-Article 5 operation becoming a collective defence contingency. Despite disagreements on how to pursue shared goals, the allies may yet demonstrate that they have the vision and political will to meet the new challenges. The question of the Alliance's 'level of ambition' in capabilities is inseparable from that of its agreed purposes and burden-sharing to achieve them.

2009

Quelle orientation future pour l'OTAN ?.
(POLITIQUE ETRANGERE, 74eme annee, no. 4, 2009, p. 791-803.)
Author(s):
1. Chivvis, Christopher S.
Subject(s):
1. NATO
2. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Notes:
The future direction of the Alliance depends on the answers to two questions. First, what are today's security challenges for member states? Second, which challenges can the Alliance tackle? This article examines four hypotheses which may structure the debate on the future Strategic Concept: 1) the focus on the Greater Middle East; 2) the fundamental attention given to weak states; 3) the focus on non-governmental threats; and 4) a re-focusing on Europe.

NATO's New Strategic Concept and US Commitments in the Asia-Pacific.
(RUSI JOURNAL, vol. 154, no. 5, October 2009, p. 98-103.)
Author(s):
1. Fruhling, Stephan
2. Schreer, Benjamin
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
2. NATO--ASIA
Notes:
The rise of China poses a great challenge for the transatlantic alliance. Although the common values that bind Europe and North America will not vanish, increasing demands on US resources from the Asia-Pacific region will erode the pre-eminence of the Atlantic alliance in American security policy. NATO must therefore adapt to the new reality by acknowledging the global nature of US commitments in its new Strategic Concept - and European powers must have a debate about the implications of East Asia for their own security.
Towards a New Strategy for NATO.
(SURVIVAL, vol. 51, no. 4, August - September 2009, p. 21-27.)
Author(s):
1. Kamp, Karl-Heinz
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
ID Number: JA026051
Year: 2009
Language: English
Type: ART

A New NATO Strategy: Just What Is It For?.
(WORLD TODAY, vol. 65, no. 10, October 2009, p. 24-25.)
Author(s):
1. Kamp, Karl-Heinz
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
ID Number: JA026230
Year: 2009
Language: English
Type: ART

Nouveau concept et stratégie d'ouverture de l'Otan.
(DEFENSE NATIONALE ET SECURITE COLLECTIVE, 65ème année, no. 11, novembre 2009, p. 13-19.)
Author(s):
1. Mesnet, Xavier
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Notes:
Les tentatives pour définir l'Otan sont utiles tant la cohérence d'une organisation de défense homogène faisant face à un adversaire unique semble avoir disparu. L'éparpillement des membres, des missions et des intérêts rend, aujourd'hui, l'architecture d'ensemble difficile à apprécier. Elle laisse l'opinion publique perplexe, face à ce qui peut apparaître comme une nouvelle tour de Babel.
ID Number: JA026320
Year: 2009
Language: French
Type: ART
NATO and Nuclear Weapons: Is a New Consensus Possible? - [s.l.]: Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies.
23 p.; 30 cm.
(Occasional Paper)

Author(s):
1. Andreasen, Steven
2. Chalmers, Malcolm
3. Williams, Isabelle

Subject(s):
1. NUCLEAR WEAPONS--GOVERNMENT POLICY--NATO
2. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010

Added entry(s):
1. Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies (GB)

Notes:
'As NATO prepares to agree a new Strategic Concept, questions surrounding the future of nuclear weapons in its security policy have risen to the top of the agenda. Three of the five hosts of US non-strategic nuclear weapons in Europe (Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands) have called for a discussion on how NATO can reduce the role of these weapons and move towards the objective of a world free of nuclear arms. But some other countries continue to view these deployments as an essential component of NATO's extended deterrent posture. All member states agree on the importance of building a NATO consensus on this sensitive issue, not least so that the Alliance can focus its energy on more pressing strategic challenges. This paper analyses the policy options that are open to NATO, recommending seven propositions around which the Alliance might be able to forge a new consensus. The report argues that it is possible to develop a new policy for NATO that allows for a further reduction of the role of nuclear weapons without threatening either Alliance cohesion or strategic stability,'

URI:
http://www.rusi.org/publications/occasionalpapers/ref:o4c73cd7e05e38/
ID number: 80023427
Year: 2010
Type: M
Security in an Uncertain World: A Canadian Perspective on NATO's New Strategic Concept = La securite dans un monde d'incertitude : un point de vue canadien sur le nouveau concept strategique de l'OTAN - Calgary, CAN : Canadian Defence and Foreign Affairs Institute. 58 + 64 p.: ill.; 28 cm.
ISBN: 9780986536205
Author(s): 1. Chapin, Paul H.
Subject(s): 1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Notes: 'This paper proposes that the renewal of NATO be guided by four main concepts: (1) commitments must be supported by resources; (2) NATO and member-states must have well developed civil affairs capacity; (3) the costs of peace support operations must be commonly funded; and (4) NATO must enhance its special relationships with key democratic states outside the Euro-Atlantic region, especially those helping out in Afghanistan.'
URI: http://www.natoconcept.ca/natoconcept-2010e.pdf
ID number: 80023175
Year: 2010
Type: M

ISBN: 9781584874461
Author(s): 1. Cuccia, Phillip R.
Subject(s): 1. NATO 2. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s): 1. US Army War College. Strategic Studies Institute (US)
Notes: 'This monograph focuses on recent trends within the Alliance and their implications. It provides senior military and political leaders with a discussion of these trends and the changing composition (political geography) of the NATO nations and how that could impact the nature of the Alliance. The monograph goes beyond merely explaining the problems NATO faces. In addition to examining the problem, the author explores four possible scenarios for the future of NATO and recommends conceptual solutions which he argues should be included in the new NATO Strategic Concept.'
ID number: 80023348
Year: 2010
Type: M
93 p. : ill.; 30 cm.
(Geneva Papers ; 10)
Author(s):
1. Dardel, Jean-Jacques de
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
2. NATO--PARTNERSHIP FOR PEACE
3. EURO-ATLANTIC PARTNERSHIP COUNCIL
Added entry(s):
1. Geneva Centre for Security Policy (CH)
Notes:
'This publication addresses the process started in July 2009 by NATO to elaborate a new strategic concept. The author analyzes the different paths possible for NATO and recommends that the new strategic concept takes into account the following points: the globalization of international relations as well as the widening spectrum of threats; that it is in the interest of the Alliance to fully develop a comprehensive approach so as to interact coherently with international and regional organizations; and that NATO should differentiate its number and types of partnerships according to its different strategic interests.'
ID number: 80023426
Year: 2010
Type: M

14 p. : ill.; 30 cm.
Author(s):
1. Elenovski, Lazar
2. Radeva, Biljana
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s):
1. Euro-Atlantic Council of Macedonia (MK)
ID number: 80023564
Year: 2010
Type: M
Bruised by its mission in Afghanistan, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is entering the heralded phase four of transition to Afghan leadership which offers hope of an orderly extraction and an opportunity to reflect on lessons of the Alliance's undoubtedly most difficult mission. Conveniently, NATO has opened the process of consultation and deliberation that will result in a new Strategic Concept that the heads of state and government will adopt at the November 2010 Lisbon summit. In short, it is time to take stock of the Atlantic Alliance and its future missions. Without doubt, after seven years of Afghan engagement NATO will now expand its global glaze and emphasize its comprehensive engagement with other organizations and partner countries. Afghanistan is unfinished business, however, and the credibility of the new NATO greatly depends on how well NATO handles the Afghan end game. NATO may need comprehensive thinking to extract itself from Afghanistan but it is open to question whether NATO's general approach should be equally comprehensive. It is this double movement of Afghan extraction and Conceptual engagement that is analyzed in this book.'
7 p.; 30 cm.
ISBN: 9783868724219
Author(s):
1. Maunin, Jean-Pierre
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s):
1. Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (DE)
ID number: 80023428
Year: 2010
Type: M

xiii, 272 p.; 23 cm.
ISBN: 9781589016309
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
2. NATO
Added entry(s):
1. Aybet, Gulnur, ed.
2. Moore, Rebecca R., ed.
Notes:
Includes index.
'As the NATO alliance enters its seventh decade, it finds itself involved in an array of military missions ranging from Afghanistan to Kosovo to Sudan. It also stands at the center of a host of regional and global partnerships. Yet, NATO has still to articulate a grand strategic vision designed to determine how, when, and where its capabilities should be used, the values underpinning its new missions, and its relationship to other international actors such as the European Union and the United Nations. The drafting of a new strategic concept, begun during NATO's 60th anniversary summit, presents an opportunity to shape a new transatlantic vision that is anchored in the liberal democratic principles so crucial to NATO's successes during its Cold War years. Furthermore, that vision should be focused on equipping the Alliance to anticipate and address the increasingly global and less predictable threats of the post-9/11 world.'
ID number: 80023215
Year: 2010
Type: M
55 p.; 30 cm.
Subject(s): 1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s): 1. NATO Public Diplomacy Division
Notes: 'Analysis and recommendations of the Group of Experts on a New Strategic Concept for NATO.'
URI: http://www.nato.int/strategic-concept/expertsreport.pdf
Link Title:
ID number: 80023264
Year: 2010
Type: M

NATO Member States and the New Strategic Concept: An Overview - Warsaw: Polish Institute of International Affairs.
132 p.; 30 cm.
ISBN: 9788389607843
Subject(s): 1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s): 1. Gorka-Winter, Beata, ed.
2. Madej, Marek, ed.
3. Polish Institute of International Affairs (PL)
Notes: 'The primary aim of the present report is to define the positions of NATO members with respect to the most important issues that are likely to be discussed in the debate on the new strategic concept.'
ID number: 80023265
Year: 2010
Type: M

42 p.; ill.; 30 cm.
Subject(s): 1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s): 1. Advisory Council on International Affairs (NL)
Notes: 'This report deals with the main security risks that currently exist, the challenges facing NATO and the diverse security concerns within the Alliance. On the basis of this analysis proposals are made for the stance to be taken by the Dutch government in the negotiations on a new Strategic Concept.'
ID number: 80023244
Year: 2010
Type: M
The 2010 NATO Strategic Concept: What Are the Divergent Interests between USA and France? - [s.l.] : [s.n.].

Author(s):
1. Nicaise, Guillaume

Subject(s):
1. NATO--FRANCE
2. NATO--USA
3. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
4. FRANCE--MILITARY POLICY
5. USA--MILITARY POLICY
6. EU--ESDP--FRANCE
7. EU--ESDP--USA

Notes:
Dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of MA in Diplomacy and International Studies of the School of Oriental and African Studies (University of London).

Bibliography.

'In 2010, the Head of States members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization will adopt a new Strategic Concept which will determine the future orientation of this institution. The objective of this dissertation is to highlight the main discrepancies between the USA, the most powerful state within NATO, and France, leader of the Allied Command Transformation military command and main contributor to NATO. The two countries have officially stated a closer relationship since the changing of their administration and this dissertation considers to what extent these official statements are verified empirically. The study also considers the influence the European Security and Defence Policy exert on their defence policy. This dissertation demonstrates this rapprochement has been limited by the different military and economic capacities France and the USA can rely on, as well as their different military projections, their divergent foreign policy and their diverse geographical orientation. Their most relevant discrepancies concern their approach toward Turkey, the US Ballistic Missile Defense policy for Europe, and their different conception of ESDP and NATO. The hypothesis formulated in the title is confirmed, besides official opposite statements, even if a real rapprochement between both countries has also been established.'

URI: http://bit.ly/a4df3a
ID number: 80023553
Year: 2010
Type: M
Subject(s):
1. NATO--RUSSIA (FEDERATION)
2. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s):
1. International Institute for Strategic Studies (GB)
2. Institute of Contemporary Development (RU)
Notes: 'This report includes recommendations for NATO Lisbon summit at which the Alliance will adopt the new Strategic Concept. The authors view the Summit not as the end but as the beginning of the gradual integration of NATO and Russia into a common security space free of mutual threat perceptions and open for cooperation at all levels.'
Link Title: http://bit.ly/d8fjwn
ID number: 80023545
Year: 2010
Type: M

(Report; 8)
Subject(s):
1. NATO--EU
2. EU--NATO
3. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s):
1. European Union Institute for Security Studies (FR)
Notes: 'The future of the North Atlantic Alliance is of paramount importance for EU foreign policy. Yet no official EU perspective has been publicly formulated on NATO's 2010 strategic concept, or how it should complement the EU's foreign and security policies. This report is a contribution to the debate about NATO's future, and what that may mean for the EU.'
ID number: 80023563
Year: 2010
Type: M
2009

496.3 /00396
464 p.; 24 cm.
ISBN: 9789731983318
Author(s):
1. Chifu, Iulian
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Notes:
'This study offers some guidelines, debates proceeding, positions and arguments for the future Romanian mandate in the debate regarding the future Strategic Concept.'
ID number: 80023258
Year: 2009
Type: M

496.3 /00391
Recasting NATO's Strategic Concept : Possible Directions for the United States - Santa Monica, CA : Rand Corporation.
xv, 36 p.; 30 cm.
(Occasional Paper)
ISBN: 9780833048738
Author(s):
1. Chivvis, Christopher S.
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s):
1. Rand Corporation (US)
Notes:
Bibliography: p. 33-36.
'In Spring 2009, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) began to revise its strategic concept. The revision is an opportunity to build consensus and steer the alliance in a direction that will help keep it relevant in the future. Recognizing that the document that emerges will express a consensus view, this paper examines five possible directions that the strategic concept might take. The purpose is to offer an intellectual framework for discussions, based on concrete options.'
ID number: 80023033
Year: 2009
Type: M
18 p.; 30 cm.
(Series 4: Working Papers; 33)

Author(s):
1. Kesselring, Agilolf

Subject(s):
1. NATO—STRATEGIC ASPECTS—NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010

Added entry(s):
1. National Defence University (FI)

Notes:
'The aim of this paper is to present and analyse the emerging decisions on the future strategy of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in a broader context.'

URI:
http://www.mpkk.fi/attachment/ad9d29e3539815313b364464a41b98a9/8df3d767ec11951a7019d10006747b55/stratl4_33.pdf

ID number: 80022987
Year: 2009
Type: M

126 p.; 24 cm.
ISBN: 9789073329201

Subject(s):
1. NATO—STRATEGIC ASPECTS—NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010

Added entry(s):
1. Netherlands Atlantic Association (NL)

Notes:
'On 27–28 May 2009 the Netherlands Atlantic Association, supported by the Atlantic Treaty Association, organized an international conference in The Hague, during which high-level speakers and panelists discussed what a new strategic concept should - and should not - include. This book contains the edited proceedings of the conference, including discussions with the audience.'

ID number: 80023505
Year: 2009
Type: M

A New Strategic Concept for NATO - Toronto: Atlantic Council of Canada.
129 p.; 22 cm.

Subject(s):
1. NATO—STRATEGIC ASPECTS—NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010

Added entry(s):
1. Atlantic Council of Canada (CA)

ID number: 80023412
Year: 2009
Type: M
Come Home, NATO? The Atlantic Alliance's New Strategic Concept -
Copenhagen: Danish Institute for International Studies.
29 p.; 30 cm.
(DIIS Report; 2009:04)
ISBN: 9788776053062
Author(s):
1. Ringmose, Jens
2. Rynning, Sten
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s):
1. Danish Institute for International Studies (DK)
Notes:
'The authors provide here an overview of the political and military issues that will shape the new Strategic Concept.'
URI:
ID number: 80022693
Year: 2009
Type: M

168 p.; 21 cm.
(NDC Forum Paper; 10)
Author(s):
1. Wittmann, Klaus
Subject(s):
1. NATO--STRATEGIC ASPECTS--NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT, 2010
Added entry(s):
1. NATO Defence College (IT)
Notes:
'Now that NATO's 60th Anniversary Summit in Strasbourg/Kehl in early April 2009 has tasked the Secretary General with the development of a new Strategic Concept, this paper offers some ideas on content and method, based on experience with the development of NATO's 1991 and 1999 Strategic Concepts. It proposes a Strategy of 'Cooperative Security' to guide the Alliance for the foreseeable future.'
ID number: 80022966
Year: 2009
Type: M
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